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INTRODUCTION
First, permit me to say that the 30-days that
would transform your life has finally come.
On the 27th of February 2014, the Holy Spirit
gave me the mandate to start writing Timely
Notes, with a lucid instruction that “He would
be the Author, while I would be the privileged
writer”. I’ve received several feedbacks that
has proven this mandate over and again.
Among them was a man who approached me
and said “It is impossible for a man to write
these things, it has to be God that is writing it
by Himself”. Another lady said “Anytime I
read Timely Notes, It’s always as if God is
talking to me directly”. Personally, I’ve had to
read each Note over and again, because most
of the things I write also sound new to my
ears.
Timely Notes is posted daily on my blog and
other social media platforms, and it has since
been a daily devotional for many individuals,
families, and organizations.

DAY 1
God calls people alone, but He doesn't expect
us to work alone. You may be alone when God
delivers a vision to you, but it doesn't mean you
must accomplish it alone. Eccl 4:10 tells us that
it is foolishness unto him that is alone. God
called Abraham alone, but Abraham didn't go
alone; the Bible says "Lot went with him".
Though Lot later disagreed with the vision,
probably because he thought he could start his
own ministry, but it didn't change the fact that
he assisted Abraham until his ego took over
him completely.

Don't be scared or too proud to share your
vision or ideas with people. Pro 15:22 tells us
that "plans fail for lack of counsel, but with
many advisers they succeed". Many ideas and
visions have been buried because the people
who discovered them never shared them. It's
important to mention that the gifts and callings
of God are without repentance, they don't end
with a man. Visions and ideas, if well managed,
will outlive their owner and transcend to their
successors. I know about ten writers who can
successfully write Timely Notes with the same
depth; and that's because I've shared the vision
with them. There are many founders who didn't
live to see many things we enjoy today, they
only shared them with people who have ran
with them till this day.

That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; FIND SOMEONE
WHO YOU CAN SHARE YOUR IDEAS AND
VISIONS

WITH,

SOMEONE

WHO

WILL

THINK WITH YOU AND BE WITH YOU AS
YOU PURSUE THESE IDEAS. Have a most
fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 2
Power is essentially for productive work. God
won't give you power just because you want to
cast out evil; rather, He'd give you power to
overcome any evil that tries to stop your good
works. In Luke 10:19, Jesus gave His disciples
power to thread upon all the wickedness of the
devil, such that nothing shall by any means hurt
them. But earlier in Luke 10:1, He appointed 70
other disciples and gave them assignments.
This literally means that He didn't give them
power until He gave them an assignment.
I believe this is why many Christians are still
powerless. They are wasting power on the

devil, instead of investing it on good works.
Jesus used the phrase "thread upon" to explain
to us that we can actually walk through the
valley and the shadow of death without
stopping our work. A speed bump doesn't
determine the destination of a moving car, it
only reduces the speed for a moment. Satan
may be a speed bump to destiny, but he can't
stop us from reaching our destination.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; POWER IS NOT
JUST FOR KEEPING THE DEVIL AWAY
FROM YOU, IT'S ALSO FOR DRAWING YOU
CLOSER TO GOD'S PLAN. Have a most
fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 3
The fact that you've laid a solid foundation for
your house doesn't mean you've built a house.
No matter how firm your foundation is, it won't
be useful to anybody, except weeds and
animals. Many Christians are still on the ground
because they've not built anything on the solid
foundation that God already laid through Jesus
Christ.
Jesus is our firm foundation. But the strength of
our foundation will not matter if we're not
building on it. We must consciously build on our
foundation so that weeds and animals will stop

eating our resources. Many Christians are
already choked up with life issues, just like
weeds occupy a land over time. Weeds are
unwanted and uninvited plants on a land; and
one way you can eradicate them is to build
what you want on the land.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; THE WORD OF
GOD IS THE BUILDER OF A CHRISTIAN
LIFE. IF YOU ACQUAINT YOURSELF WITH
GOD'S WORD, YOU WILL BE BUILT. Have a
most fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!

#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 4
One reason why God wants us to live a
sanctified life is so that we can gain access to
kingdom secrets. Ps 25:14 tells us that "the
secret of the Lord is with those that fear Him,
and He will show them His covenant". If God
shows you a secret on how to prosper your
business, even in the midst of competitors, no
one would be able to withstand you. What you
know cannot be compared to what God shows
to you. It is what God shows to you that will
make you a show to your world.
The bible described Job as a man who feared
God and hated evil. And in Job 29:4 he
personally

described

the

source

of

his

prosperity when he said "the secret of the Lord
was upon his tabernacle". It was a secret which
God revealed to Daniel that changed the
position of Daniel. It was a divine secret that
moved Joseph from the prison to the palace.
I've

wondered

why

"Living

Faith

Church

Worldwide" grows the way it does, but I
recently discovered that their leaders trade with
divine secrets.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; THE REASON WHY
YOU LOOK HIDDEN IS BECAUSE YOU'VE
NOT

FOUND

WHAT

GOD

IS

HIDING.

SANCTIFICATION IS YOUR GUARANTEED
ACCESS TO HIS SECRETS. Have a most
fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 5
Our salvation is a call unto glorification. In the
beginning, Adam enjoyed the glory and color
that God designed for man. Man had no limit,
everything was subject to man, including
knowledge and life. But when he sinned against
God, the glory and color reduced. The more he
sinned the more the glory reduced, even to a
point that God had to reduce the lifespan of
man.
Rom 3:23 explains that "all have sinned, and
come short of the glory of God". If you want to
know what the glory of God upon a man looks
like, study how Adam lived before he fell. Adam
was so glorified that God visited him daily. He
didn't go to school, but he perfectly gave

names to all the animals. When the glory of
God comes upon you, your qualifications would
become irrelevant. God's glory is far beyond
any qualification on earth; His glory has
capacity to qualify you for anything. Haven't
you heard of people who get amazing jobs
without the necessary qualifications? Haven't
you heard of people who fix problems that are
not related to their profession?
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; THE FARTHER
YOU GO FROM SIN, THE CLOSER YOU'D BE
TO HIS GLORY. THE TRUTH IS, HIS GLORY
IS THE ONLY CURE TO MAN'S STRUGGLE.
Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus precious
name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 6

If you're confused about what is happening to
you, check the scriptures. It's okay to be
consumed by the emotional attacks in the
world, but before you make a decision on what
to do about them, please check the scriptures.
Joseph really loved Mary, but his emotion was
attacked when he heard that Mary had
conceived - knowing that he had not touched
her. He had already decided to break up his
relationship with Mary when the angel of the
Lord appeared to remind him of what the
scriptures had said.
Satan often uses the scriptures to get to
believers. When Jesus was born, Herod didn't

know how or where to locate Him. But he
privately called for the high priests of the land,
who eventually told him how and where to find
Jesus - according to scriptures. When Satan
attacked

Jesus

with

scriptures

in

the

wilderness, it occurred to me that there are
scriptures that may not be acceptable for
certain situations. Our Christian life is like a
real-time movie, and the bible contains scripts
describing how we're expected to act per time.
If you don't have your script, nobody would put
you on screen.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; STUDY YOUR
SCRIPT SO THAT YOU CAN DILIGENTLY
PLAY

YOUR

INTERCEPT

PART.
YOUR

BE

WISE,

BLESSINGS

DON'T
FOR

FOOLISHNESS. Have a most fruitful day, in
Jesus precious name!

DAY 7

There is no storm in life that is ordained to
change the direction of one's destiny. In Jonah
2:8, the bible says "they that regard lying
vanities forsake their own mercy". The storms
that rise against man may appear real, but it
doesn't change the truth that they are lying
vanities, figments, things that want you to
speak words that are contrary to God's word.
Jesus and his disciples were crossing over to
the other side of the river when a storm
suddenly arose. The disciples saw it as the end
of the road, but Jesus saw it as a bridge to
cross. While the disciples were talking for the
storm, Jesus was talking against the storm. The

reason why many people are not going forward
is probably because they keep talking about
their challenges, instead of talking against
them.
God had promised to take Israel to the promise
land, but their contact with the red sea almost
sent them back to Israel - all because of the
words of their mouth. But Moses eventually
prove to them that the red sea cannot change
the direction of their destiny. Your problems
didn't start when you lost your job, marriage, or
health, no! Your problems began when you
started saying "the loss of your job would bring
problems to you". God swore to bless Israel,
but He still had to make it clear that "it is as
they say unto His ear that He will do".
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; GOD WILL NEVER

DESIRE EVIL FOR HIS CHILDREN, BUT IF
THAT'S WHAT YOU SAY YOU WANT, THEN
HE CAN ALWAYS ORGANIZE IT FOR YOU.
PLEASE, BE CAREFUL ABOUT WHAT YOU
SAY! Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus
precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 8

Self-discipline is one of the most important and
useful skill everyone should possess. This skill
is essential in every area of life, and though
most people acknowledge its importance, very
few do something to strengthen it. Contrary to
common belief, self-discipline does not mean
being harsh toward yourself, or living a limited,
restrictive lifestyle. Self-discipline means selfcontrol, which is a sign of inner strength and
control of yourself, your actions, and your
reactions.

Self-discipline gives you the power to stick to
your decisions and follow them through, without
changing your mind. I perceive that the reason
why many believers are yet to receive God's
promise is because they lack self-discipline.
Paul said "But I discipline my body and keep it
under control, lest after preaching to others I
myself should be disqualified". That also means
that discipline is a major qualifier for God's
blessings.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; WE HAVE WORKED
HARD ALL THROUGH THESE YEARS, LET'S
NOT ALLOW INDISCIPLINE TO STEAL OUR
REWARDS. Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus
precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 9
Praising God isn't just about dancing and
singing joyful songs to God, it's more about
proving the potency of God through our works.
1 Cor 6:20 tells us that we have been bought
with a price, therefore we should glorify God in
our body and in our spirit, which belongs to
God. In Eph 2:10, the bible says we are His
workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto
good works. This also means that people
should be compelled to glorify God when they
see you or the works of your hand.
A king would prefer to honor an invitation to a
large gathering of people than an invitation to a
single person. This is because, the glory of a

king is in the multitude of people that gather
before him. Don't get me wrong, I'm not saying
you shouldn't sing and dance to God; as a
matter of scriptures, that's something you must
do to continue enjoying God's blessing. But my
point is, God wants you to create a larger
platform where multitudes will glorify Him.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; YOU DON'T HAVE
TO BUILD A CHURCH TO GATHER PEOPLE,
JUST BUILD THE GIFT HE HAS DEPOSITED
IN YOU. Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus
precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 10

The future is bright! Yes, likewise the sun. But
what have you achieved with your bright
future? The sun doesn't shine for nothing; it
shines so that men can have enough light to
work. The sun is bright, but nobody goes to it;
likewise, the future is bright, but nobody goes to
it, not even a time machine. The brightness of
our future is only an advantage to our present.
If you don't do any productive thing with your
present, the brightness of your future will be
irrelevant.
Jesus is the sun of righteousness, the bright
and morning star, and the future of every
Christian. My father used to say "the future

looks bleak" during our morning devotion. But if
Jesus is our future, then it means that our
future

cannot

look

bleak,

rather,

it

will

continually be bright. However, the problem is
not the bleak or bright future, it is our weak
responsibility towards our present. No matter
how bright our future may be, if we don't
embrace the present, we'd never maximize its
brightness.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; TODAY IS THE
FUTURE YOU SPOKE ABOUT YESTERDAY.
DON'T LIVE FOR THE FUTURE, LIVE WITH
IT! Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus precious
name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 11

Can you give your life for a wicked man? Well, I
may give my life for a good man, but it won't
even cross my mind for a wicked man. As a
matter of fact, I've often prayed to God to judge
every wicked person around my life. Every
Christian hates the sight of wickedness, they'd
fast and pray to see the end of a wicked man's
menace. Also, the bible tells us that God judges
the righteous, but He is angry with the wicked
every day. If God is angry with the wicked, and
if we're made in His image, then it's only natural
for us to be angry with the wicked.
What kind of person is Jesus? The whole world
was filled with sin and great wickedness

against God; yet in Romans 5:8 the bible tells
us that God proved His love, such that, while
we were yet sinners and filled with wickedness,
Christ died for us. That also means that even
though God is angry with the wicked, He still
loves them. The bible further explains that God
does not desire that anyone should perish, but
that all should come to repentance.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; GOD IS MORE
INTERESTED
THAN

IN

SAVING

DESTROYING

THE

THEM.

WICKED

AND

JUST

ANYBODY CAN BE SAVED. Have a most
fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 12

What's happening with your mouth? In James
3:10, the bible says "out of the same mouth
proceeded blessings and cursing. My brethren,
these things ought not to be so". It's obvious
that God didn't design our mouth to speak evil
or curses, rather, he created them for blessing.
Many people have consistently said negative
things with their mouth to an extent that even
good words now sound evil in their mouth.
I perceive that God often gets angry with our
mouth. Just imagine, the same mouth you use
to praise God is the same one you use to
condemn a fellow man - who was made in

God's image. I believe this is why God will be
judging man based on the words of our mouth.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; OUR MOUTH HAS
POWER ENOUGH TO MAKE OR DESTROY
US. LET'S RESTRAIN FROM SPEAKING
EVIL. Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus
precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 13

Everything has changed! Even yesterday has
suddenly become today. They say "change is
the only constant thing", which makes it the
only thing that lacks ability to change. In other
words,

everything

“change”
experience

cannot

else

can

change.

change;

if

change,

Situations

your

life

is

but
also
not

experiencing changes, then you're probably not
submissive to agents of change.
Don't tell me there's no way out of your
predicaments.

Don't

tell

me

you've

tried

everything, and nothing seems to be working.
Don't tell me that a good husband or wife is
hard to find. Don't tell me that the school will

never admit your kind. Don't tell me that the
economic degradation has reduced the rate of
employment, and so you can't get a good job.
Don't tell me that you don't have an idea,
because the real truth is that you have great
ideas, you just haven't harnessed them yet.
Don't give me that "it can't be done" mindset,
because everything is subject to change!
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; EVERYTHING IN
THIS WORLD IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE. BUT
IF YOU MUST EXPERIENCE A CHANGE,
THEN YOU MUST SUBMIT TO THE AGENTS
OF CHANGE. Have a most fruitful day! In
Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 14

Man is too intelligent to be taught by another
man. You must have heard that "if all you know
are things you were taught, then you know
nothing". Every individual was created with
equal capacity to accommodate knowledge, but
the reason why our intellectual power has
variance is because many people engage in
personal

development.

We

may

have

classmates, but I've never seen a group of
people who are knowledge-mates. That also
means that we may be in the same class but
drawing from different knowledge base.
Daniel was in the same class with many other
magicians and astrologers; but the bible

records that he had a knowledge base that was
connected to God, which made him ten times
better than his peers. You can't continue
learning from the same limited-source and
expect to be free in a world with unlimited
challenges. The presence of a challenge
declares the absence of knowledge; and the
reason why many professors are still struggling
with life is simply because they've not agreed to
this truth.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; IF YOU WANT TO
ENJOY AN UNLIMITED LIFE, DEVELOP AN
UNLIMITED KNOWLEDGE BASE. Have a
most fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 15

You're just one idea away to excellence! If
people are not thinking about you, then it
means you don't have ideas. Ideas naturally
attract people with resources. You can't have a
true idea and not have resources to match. As
a matter of thoughts, God will often give you
ideas that centers around the resources you
have. When an idea drops into your mind, just
look around you, you'd find the resources to
match.
During the times of consistent blackout, a
certain poor man looked for a job and couldn't
find one. It suddenly occurred to him that he
could supply candles to the retailers who also

travel long distance to buy them. He didn't have
money to implement this idea; however, he
negotiated with all the retailers around the
community to pay the cost of buying the
quantity of candles they need, but to pay a
subsidized amount for transportation. Now,
because he was buying in large quantity, he
paid a wholesale price for the candles, and also
enjoyed free transportation. That's how he
became rich!
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; IDEAS ONLY COME
TO COMMITTED MINDS. AS LONG AS YOUR
MIND IS WORKING, IDEAS WILL COME.
Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus precious
name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 16

When a principle is set by a superior person, all
his subordinates will be subject to it. For
instance, you shouldn't expect to be alive if you
decide to jump off a ten story building. And
that's because the principle that governs gravity
was created by a superior person. You may
amend your own principles easily, but to
change the principles of your superior, you'd
need to become like your superior.
Naturally, any weight must sink when it
contacts water. But Jesus was able to amend it

when He walked on water, and that's because
he created the principle. With faith, Peter also
walked on water, but when he lost faith, he
became subject to the principles of sinking.
Naturally, everybody in the world is subject to
sickness and diseases, but sickness and
diseases are subject to the principles of God's
word. So whenever you see sickness around
you, get back to the word.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; WE CAN LIVE FAR
ABOVE THE PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN
THIS WORLD. JUST DEVELOP YOURSELF
IN THE WORD OF GOD. Have a most fruitful
day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 17

Sometime ago I decided not to eat until I've
read at least one chapter of a book in my
library, on a daily basis. It's probably the most
difficult decision I've had to make for myself,
but improving my intellectual power at the
expense of feeding myself is a tradeoff that I
was willing to make. That also means that I'd
prefer to loose weight than to lose worth.
Phones

with

low

graphics

and

lesser

functionalities hardly consume battery life. But if
you want improved graphics and functionalities,

then expect a lesser battery performance.
Come to think of it; if I chose battery life over
functionality, then I may not have discovered
my writing potentials. I perceive that the reason
why many people are not growing is because
they're not willing to tradeoff their comfort. The
demands for growth may affect your beautiful
moments now, but it would definitely create
beautiful effects in your future.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take this last words; GROWTH IS NOT
EASY! IT'S A PAINFUL AND EXPENSIVE
PROCESS. THE EARLIER YOU SUBSCRIBE
TO ITS DEMANDS, THE BETTER YOU
GROW. Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus
precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 18

The mentality of many believers have greatly
deprived

them

from

enjoying

divine

intervention. God does not need to go through
any man to bless you, He can come to you by
Himself, and even if He cannot come, He can
send the angels. Remember that God visited
Abraham by Himself. When Daniel prayed for
God's

intervention,

God

heard,

and

immediately sent an angel to explain things to
him. God fed the children of Israel for 40 years
with food directly from heaven. It was not man
that opened the prison gate for Paul and Silas,

no, it was God who caused the earthquake that
broke the prison gate.
If there is any prayer I've consciously prayed,
it's that God should not allow the name of any
man to be attached to His blessings upon my
life. This is not because I don't appreciate the
help I get from people, but because a man can
change at any time, and he may eventually
want to steal the glory that belongs to God.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; ANYTIME YOU'RE
LOOKING UP TO GOD FOR SOMETHING,
DON'T PAINT THE PICTURE OF A MAN
AROUND IT. GOD IS NOT A MAN! Have a
most fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 19

The blood of Jesus has capacity to enforce any
change we desire in life. In Zech 9:11, God
explained how he delivered the prisoners of
hope. He said "by the blood of the covenant,
He has sent forth the prisoners out of the pit
where there is no water". He further explained
in Verse 12 that "they should turn to their
strong hold - which is the blood of the
covenant, because it is able to restore a double
portion of everything they've lost".
God does not restrict His acts when the blood
of Jesus is involved. He will not allow any

opposition to stand in the way of the blood of
Jesus. Anytime you engage the blood, whether
through prayers, through the communion, or
through sprinkling, God responds immediately.
Challenges do not hang around for long when
the blood of Jesus is involved.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; SOME THINGS
WILL NOT CHANGE UNTIL YOU ENFORCE
IT. THE FIGHT OF FAITH IS A GOOD FIGHT,
BUT IT IS FIRST A VIOLENT FIGHT. AND
ONLY VIOLENT BELIEVERS EXPERIENCE
THE GOODNESS IN THE FIGHT OF FAITH.
Have a most fruitful day! In Jesus precious
name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 20

To every promised position there is a strong
opposition.

The

word

"opposition"

is

a

compound word that is joined with "opposite"
and "position". Satan introduces oppositions to
you so that you may miss God's intended
position. The bible tells us that a great and
effectual door is opened unto us, but there are
many oppositions. That also means that if
Satan is not opposing the works of your hand,
then you must be in a wrong position.
The presence of opposition is not to stop you,
but to prove that you're in the right position. If
Satan does not show up around you then it

means you have nothing to show. The bible
tells us that all things work together for the
good of them that love God. That could also
mean that when you see the devil operating
around you, just relax, he is working for your
good.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; GOD'S PROMISED
POSITION

IS

STRONGER

THAN

THE

DEVIL'S OPPOSITIONS. DON'T SUBMIT TO
THE OPPOSITIONS! Have a most fruitful day,
in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 21

Christianity without inspiration is mere religion.
God is not looking for people who can recite the
whole bible; He's looking for people who can
interpret the mind of The Holy Spirit behind
every scripture. The bible says in Job 32:8 that
"there is a spirit in man, but the inspiration of
the Almighty gives him understanding". Jesus
explained in Mark 4:11 that a person who lacks
godly Inspiration is not different from a dog.
You can't be a child of God and not know the
mind of the Spirit of God. That's why God said
in Isaiah 1:18 that we should "come and reason
together

with

Him".

Christians

who

lack

inspiration are those who hardly create time to
reason with God. I find it difficult to hang
around Christians who don't and are not willing
to talk from inspiration. In my opinion, if you
don't inspire me, then you're not required.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; THE WORD OF
GOD IS THE SOURCE OF INSPIRATION.
GOD WILL ALWAYS INSPIRE THOSE WHO
CARRY HIS WORD IN THEM. Have a most
fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 22

When a man is drunk, it is usually obvious to
everyone who sees him, and they would say he
is under the influence of alcohol. If he is
constantly afraid, they would say he is living in
a state of fear. If he is anxious, they would say
he is in a state of anxiety. The subjects often
used to describe the state of a man are usually
abstract, yet their occurrences are undeniable.
If this is the case, why can't believers live under
the influence of God? I would like to hear
people say things like "he is under the influence
of God's word". Instead of living in a state of

fear and anxiety, what's wrong with living in a
state of favour?

Let's study God's word till we get drunk, and
become influenced by it. The only time most
Christians live under the influence of God's
word is just after a Sunday service. Amazingly,
people also notice when a person is living
under a demonic influence. Peter went to
preach in a place, and after a while, the people
exclaimed that "the gods have come down in
the likeness of men". They knew that it was
God that influenced him to speak the way he
did. Handkerchiefs and aprons were taken from
Paul and used to heal the sick. They couldn't
find anything against Daniel, except against the
God that he served. Jesus lived in a state of
favour, even fishes gave money to him.

That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; CHOOSE THE
STATE YOU LIVE IN, BECAUSE GOD IS
ONLY COMMITTED TO YOUR CHOICE. LET
YOUR

LIFE

REFLECT

THE

GOD

YOU

SERVE, BECAUSE PEOPLE WILL DOUBT
YOUR FAITH IF IT DOESN'T. Have a most
fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!

#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 23

Don't get upset when people rebuke you for the
insensitive things you do; especially when their
observation is true. Come to think of it, the
reason why people try to rebuke your flaws is
mostly because they've seen a better side of
you. An honest rebuke will most definitely
enforce a change. But unfortunately, many
people don't like to be corrected.
If you don't have people who have audacity to
rebuke you when you go wrong, then it won't
be long before you lose everybody else. To be
candid, I cherish people who react to my
wrongs more than those who love my works.

This is because; a minute wrong act can stab
memories

of

the

good

years.

Practically

speaking, when you do wrong as a person,
you'd discover that everything else will naturally
loose relevance until you get over it.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; THE WORLD IS
FLOODED WITH LIARS. SO HOLD ON TIGHT
TO THOSE WHO WILL NEVER LIE TO YOU.
IF ALL YOU HEAR ABOUT YOURSELF ARE
LIES, THEN HOW WILL YOU GROW IN LIFE?
Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus precious
name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 24

Pride is an abuse on grace and a waste to
man's efforts. The bible highlights many great
men who lost their dignity to pride. Many
believers think that "being proud is the same as
being bright". But light doesn't need to be proud
before anybody can know that it is light.
Let God announce you! As a matter of
scriptures,

God

hates

haughty

people.

Everybody knew that Herod was the king; but
he lost it the moment he began to hype himself.
Proud people always demand respect; and
from experience, people who demand respect
from me never get the best of me. It has also

been said that people will respect you, not
because you demanded it, but because you
deserve it.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; GOD LOVES YOU.
SO DON'T LET PRIDE TAKE YOUR PLACE.
Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus precious
name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 24

God loves a cheerful giver. But money isn't the
only thing that a person can give. As a matter
of scriptures, God desires our heart more than
He needs our money; Prov 23:26 says "My
son, give me your heart". Praying for the
church is also a way of giving; but oftentimes,
when people are told to pray for the church,
they see it as a burden. Praying for the church
without joy in your heart will be a waste of time
and energy.
What you give to God is as important as how
you give it to Him. Joel 1:12 tells us that all our
investments are destroyed because joy is

withered away from our midst. It's more like
saying "all your skills are useless because your
certificates have been burnt in a fire". Giving to
the poor will only yield rewards when you give it
with joy.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; THEY THAT SOW
IN TEARS, SHALL REAP IN JOY. IT MAY
COST YOU A LOT TO GIVE, BUT IF YOU
WANT RETURNS, THEN BE JOYFUL. Have a
most fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 25

Ambassadors are representatives of a person,
people, organization, or a nation. In 2 Cor 5:1920, after Jesus reconciled man to God, the
bible tells us that those who were reconciled
were also made ambassadors of Christ - to
represent His purpose of reconciliation.
We are not ambassadors of heaven, but of
Christ. We represent everything Jesus carries.
Jesus said "as the Father sent Him, that's how
He sent us". That means, if we walk in His
name, we'd have the same level of authority
and influence that He has. Deut 11:24 tells us
that "where ever the sole of our feet shall

thread upon shall be ours". That also means
that we can no longer be affected by our
environment, rather, our presence in any
environment should influence the place.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely
Notes. But take these last words; THIS IS WHO
I AM; I'M AN AMBASSADOR OF CHRIST,
AND I RECONCILE MAN TO GOD THROUGH
JESUS. NOW TELL ME, WHO ARE YOU?
Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus precious
name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 26

It is not what you have in you that makes you a
star, no, it is getting people to look up to what
you have in you that does. What's the use of a
fully grown apple tree if nobody benefits from
it? A footballer cannot become a star player
until he has drawn many to believe in him by
his skills. Skill without attraction destroys
purpose!
In Dan 12:3, the bible tells us that "they that
turn many to righteousness shall shine as the
brightness of the stars forever". That also
means that "a righteous man cannot become a
kingdom star until he has drawn many to

believe in the righteousness he carries".
Righteous-living without soul winning makes
you an average believer. If you don't sing your
righteous songs to people, how will they buy
your music? And if they don't buy your music,
how will you make profit? I perceive that the
reason why many believers are poor is
because they've never told anyone about the
benefits of righteousness.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely
Notes. But take these last words; COMPEL
PEOPLE TO BUY WHAT YOU HAVE. IT'S
THE ONLY WAY YOU CAN ACTUALLY
KNOW YOU HAVE SOMETHING. Have a most
fruitful day, in Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 27

If it ever gets to a time when your thoughts stop
giving expression, and your prayers stop
bringing utterance, then there's something you
need to know. Knowledge is like food to the
body, and your life places a very high demand
for it. Thinking and praying can be likened to
breathing; and if you stop feeding, it won't be
long before you stop breathing. The devil
knows that God is able to do whatever we ask
or think. And that's why he'd do anything to
block our access to true knowledge.
Many Christians lose their prayer and thinking
life because they're starving spiritually. The

moment you lose your prayer and thinking life,
it won't be long before you fall into temptation.
Remember the bible says we should "watch
and pray, lest we'd fall into temptation".
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely
Notes.

But

take

these

last

words;

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER! WE PRAY AND
THINK

ON

IT.

ONCE

KNOWLEDGE

IS

DISPLACED, IGNORANCE BECOMES THE
TRUTH. Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus
precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 28

God is not poor! There'd never be a time when
you'd ask God for what is too much for Him to
do. Even if His possessions can't help you,
He'd lay down His life just to help you. God is
Almighty! If He does not do as you've asked,
then it's probably because He has more than
you've asked.
You need to know your rights! Just as many
people believe that God knows their needs,
God also believes that they know their rights.
The brother to the prodigal son knew his needs,
but his father told him that what he had as a
need was actually his right to have.

That's how far we'd go on today's Timely
Notes. But take these last words; THERE IS
NOTHING WRONG IN HAVING NEEDS. BUT
MOST OF THE THINGS THAT APPEAR TO
US AS NEEDS ARE ACTUALLY OUR RIGHT
TO HAVE. Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus
precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 29

Everybody needs a listener. A relationship
should be a platform to listen to one another;
but in most cases - both sides are always
talking. Personally, I hardly flow with people
who don't listen to my dreams and thoughts. If
you want to see the best of anybody, then be
ready to listen to them.
God wants us to listen to Him. The bible says
"we should seek first His kingdom, and all other
things shall be added to us". That could also
mean, if you can give God a listening ear, you'd
naturally gain access to His resources. The
same way, if you can give any man a listening

ear, he'd love you with everything he has. If
people are not meeting your expectations, it's
because

you're

not

giving

ear

to

their

expressions.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; ONE OF THE WAYS
YOU CAN PROVE THAT YOU'RE READY TO
LISTEN IS TO REMIND YOUR PARTNER
ABOUT THE THINGS HE HAS SAID. THIS
ALSO APPLIES WITH GOD; THE BIBLE SAYS
WE

SHOULD

"PUT

HIM

TO

REMEMBRANCE". Have a most fruitful day, in
Jesus precious name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

DAY 30

The word of God is the convicting power of
God. This is why, no matter how intense you
pray for an unbeliever to be saved, he won't,
until he hears the convicting word of God. The
reason why they're called unbelievers is not
just because they don't believe the word, but
because they're ignorant of the truth of God's
word. They live in bondage because of their
ignorance, and only the truth can set them free.
Anytime I'm privileged to pray for the salvation
of souls, I also include that God should position
His evangelists on their paths - that would
speak the true-word to them. I remember how a

friend was so convicted by one of my
messages that He replied me with a desire to
be born again the same day.
That's how far we'd go on today's Timely Note.
But take these last words; LET'S PREACH
THE TRUTH OF GOD'S WORD; THAT'S THE
ONLY WAY WE CAN DEPOPULATE HELL!
Have a most fruitful day, in Jesus precious
name!
#TimelyNotes
An Inspiration of The Almighty

CONGRATULATIONS! WELCOME TO YOUR
SEASON OF GREAT PROMOTIONS!

